
Taking Advantage: Maximizing Your Advantage Collection

Presented by your OverDrive Staff Librarians & Product Support Specialists
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Meet your experts

Emma Maria Whit
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Meet your experts 

Kristin Jane Hillary
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Agenda

• Meet your presenters

• Advantage Plus

• Ordering content

• Managing demand

• Curating collections 

• Running reports 

• Conclusion & commonly asked questions
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Find your team 

Account Manager
Main contact 

All account questions 
• Contracts
• Reports 
• Invoicing 

Content Specialist 
Collection questions

• Shopping 
• Curating 

• Building collections

Product Support Specialist 
Technical questions

• Technical support
• Website 
• MARC records

Log in to Marketplace and 
click the Support tab. 
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Advantage & Advantage Plus

+ Designed to improve title selection, availability, and circulation 
for all members of the shared collection.

+  When a consortium enables Advantage Plus, Advantage 
libraries can share titles from their collection with the 
consortium collection, while maintaining priority on holds for 
their own patrons.

+  Titles are shared based on criteria chosen in an Advantage Plus 
plan, set up by either the consortium or the individual 
Advantage member, and can be customized depending on 
library preferences.
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Advantage Plus

• Purchase for your patrons only.

• Consortium patrons cannot borrow Advantage titles.Advantage

• Give priority on holds to your patrons.

• Option to share purchases with all consortium patrons. Advantage Plus 
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Finding & ordering content
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Lending models

One Copy/One User

Simultaneous Use

Cost Per Circ

Metered Access

Self-Published
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Lending models

One Copy/One User

• Titles purchased one 
at a time.

• Titles borrowed by 
one user at a time.

• Never expire.

Metered Access

• Titles purchased one 
at a time.

• Titles borrowed by 
one user at a time.

• Expire after a set 
period of time, 
number of 
checkouts, or both.

Cost Per Circ

• Titles “added” to 
collection one at a 
time; library may be 
“revoke” at any 
time. 

• Library pays only 
when title is 
borrowed. 

• Titles can be 
borrowed 
simultaneously until 
set, customizable 
monthly budget 
runs out.

Simultaneous Use

• Titles purchased in 
packages for a set 
time period.

• Titles can be 
borrowed 
simultaneously.

• Expire when 
package ends.

• Note: Project 
Gutenberg titles 
never expire.
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Must-haves

Find the best content: Marketplace

Insights

Featured tab
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Insights
• Series gaps

• Collection gaps

Must-haves
• Content currently on sale
• Best-sellers
• Starred reviews 

Find the best content: 

Must-haves and Insights
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Find the best content: Featured 
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Know when to shop: 

OverDrive sales & promotions

January: New Year, New You

February: Romance 

May: YAY for YA

June: Audiobook Month

August & September: Back to School

December: Holiday 

Visit the Marketplace News Tab or the 

Resource Center for sale information. 

https://marketplace.overdrive.com/News
https://resources.overdrive.com/library/collection-development-sales-promotions/
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Trending titles, award winners, and relevant subjects: 
Resource Center > Collection Development > Recommended Lists 

Tip: Sort collections by number of holds, owned by consortium, or owned by Advantage. 

Resource Center

https://resources.overdrive.com/

https://resources.overdrive.com/
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Managing demand
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Manage holds

Recommended settings for Advantage Holds Manager Plans:

✓ Set a lower holds ratio (e.g., 5:1).

✓ Include unowned Advantage Plus Shared titles.

✓ Exclude non-Advantage branches.

✓ Exclude preorder.

✓ Set up format-specific plans.

Current Waiting List Report
Advantage members: Always limit by branch to review the titles 

your users are waiting on.
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Review recommendations

Readers know what they want, and recommendations are a great way to 
keep the collection fresh and up-to-date.

RTL Manager

✓ Exclude Abridged Audiobooks.

✓ Exclude other “branches”.

✓ Include preorder.

✓ Set up format-specific plans.

✓ Set a monthly limit for users.

Recommended Titles Report
Advantage members can check which upcoming releases are in demand by 

their patrons by limiting the report by branch.
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Best practices to consider: Collection development 

• Purchasing frequency: Buying more often will help fill 
holds as they are placed.

• Preorders: Review how your library is purchasing preorder 
content - six months in advance? One month? No 
preorders?  

• Recommend to Library: How many recommendations do 
you allow? How often? 

• Curation:   How often do you refresh?  Who creates 
collections?

• Modify holds plan: Consider adapting a variable price-
based holds ratio chart. Use this to evaluate buying extra 
copies to meet demands.
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Example: Variable price-based holds ratio chart
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Curating for your Advantage library
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• Feature mid- and back-list titles. You’ve built a deep catalog 
so show it off! 

• Curate “Available Now” content.

• Set homepage curated lists to “Show all titles, but show 
available first”.

• Highlight Simultaneous Use plans with collections. 

• Highlight one previously popular title with several available 
copies that aren’t checked out.

• No time to curate? Ask us for help!

Drive circulation with curated collections
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Curating collections: Turn on Advantage curation 

Advantage libraries can customize the collections at their digital library by modifying the consortium’s 
collections or curating their own.
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Getting started with curation

1

2
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Create curated and automated collections
Hand-pick titles for 
curated collections.

Create automated collections 
using filters.

3
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Standard curation: Pin as main collection and create draft

5
4
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Standard curation: Search your collection to add titles 

6
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Standard curation: Select your publishing locations, then publish 

8 97
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Organize published collections 

10
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Automated curation
Create automated collections 

using filters.
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Curate from Recommended Lists

1. Open a Recommended List in Marketplace.

2. Edit the URL by replacing ‘OneCopyOneUserandMeteredAccess’ with ‘Curate’:

3. Add the titles to a new or existing collection!
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Gathering collection data
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Reports 

• Consortium and Advantage logins

o Look for the Advantage logo.

• Reports

o Current Holds

o Title Status & Usage

o Checkouts

• Title Details page
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Common questions

Q: Does the Holds Ratio at the Consortium level include Advantage holds?

A: Yes. To get an accurate number of Consortium holds, subtract the number of Advantage holds from the 
Consortium holds.
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Common questions

Q: Does the "Wait Time" formula take Advantage titles into account?

A: Yes. The calculation factors in Advantage units by increasing the number of copies to the specific amount the 
user has access to; however, it does not take into account the Advantage users’ ability to skip the line depending  
on which copy is available. This means your Advantage user may have a shorter wait time than what is shown. 

Q: Does the Current Average Wait Time include Advantage accounts?

A: Yes, we take all consortium and Advantage data into account for a consortium’s Current Holds.
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Common questions

Q: If I turn on Advantage curation, do the consortium lists vanish or stay on my OverDrive site?

A: Consortium collections you were utilizing will remain on your OverDrive site unless you specifically remove them; 
however, these collections will not be auto-updated once you have turned on Advantage curation. 

Q: What happens if I only want to curate from my Advantage Collection for a short time (e.g., Summer Reading lists, 
special events, etc.)?

A: Once you turn off Advantage curation, the latest curated collections from the consortium will appear on your 
OverDrive site. (We recommend saving drafts of existing Advantage collections before you turn off Advantage 
curation.)
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Common questions

Q: What is the difference between enabling RTL and creating an RTL plan?

• Enabling the RTL (Recommend to Library) feature allows library patrons to recommend titles available for 
sale in Marketplace that are not currently in your collection. You can see these recommendations by running 
a Recommendations Report. 

• Creating an RTL plan (also called RTL Manager) allows you to further customize the recommendations you 
see from patrons. The plan will create an automated cart based on your parameters that can be generated 
weekly, monthly, etc. 

Q: What can be determined only at the consortium level?

• Lending Periods

• Number of holds and loans allowed per patron

• Number of Cost-per-Circ titles allowed

• Weeding
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Resource Center 

https://resources.overdrive.com/library/

https://resources.overdrive.com/library/
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Contact Us: Content Specialists

Emma Dwyer 

edwyer@rakuten.overdrive.com

Pacific Northwest

KY, IN, TN

Canada

Jane Whitehurst

jwhitehurst@rakuten.overdrive.com 

New England, NY

OH, PA, WV

IL, MI, WI

Maria Fesz 

mfesz@rakuten.overdrive.com

TX, LA, OK

Four Points, NV

MN, IA, NE, MO, KS, ND, SD

Kristin Milks 

kmilks@rakuten.overdrive.com

CA, HI

NJ, MD, DE, VA, NC, SC 

GA, AL, FL, MS, AR

Contact us: Product Support

Whit Arnold

warnold@rakuten.overdrive.com

ID, OR, MT, WA, WY,

CA, HI, TX, OK, LA

Shannon Carroll

scarroll@rakuten.overdrive.com

CT, MA, ME, NY, RI, VT

Canada

Hillary Brown

hbrown@rakuten.overdrive.com

AL, AR, FL, GA, MS, PR  

AZ, CO, NM, NV, UT

Nicole Wilson

nwilson@rakuten.overdrive.com

IL, IN, KY, MI, OH, 

PA, WI, WV, TN 

Matt Jurns

mjurns@rakuten.overdrive.com

IA, MO, ND, NE, KS, MN, SD 

NJ, MD, DE, VA, NC, SC 

mailto:edwyer@Rakuten.overdrive.com
mailto:jwhitehurst@rakuten.overdrive.com
mailto:mfesz@Rakuten.overdrive.com
mailto:kmilks@Rakuten.overdrive.com
mailto:warnold@rakuten.overdrive.com
mailto:scarroll@rakuten.overdrive.com
mailto:hbrown@rakuten.overdrive.com
mailto:nwilson@rakuten.overdrive.com
mailto:mjurns@rakuten.overdrive.com
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Evaluate this training

Your feedback is important to us!

Take a few minutes before you log off to fill out the 
training evaluation, available in the chat box on the 

lower left side of the screen. 

Don’t have the time right now? 

Click the link below when you get the presentation 
PDF and fill it out later.

OverDrive Training Evaluation  

https://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/5057827/Q2-Training-Evaluation-Taking-Advantage-Maximizing-Your-Advantage-Collection-Webcast-Evaluation



